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the twin alchemists have arrived and guesxs whos looking after them?one little problem but I ain't gonna
spoil it for you!
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Prologue

It was twenty years before even Ed was thought of, during a war between the homunculi and the
military. A brave young girl was fighting in it as a national alchemist. But then disaster struck, lust had
shot her nails at Roy Mustang, her lover but she jumped in front of him sacrificing her life and just
happened to land on a transmutation circle, dead. Roy tried to save her but ended up accidentally
performing a human transmutation .A few years later the war ended and Roy was never the same. Now
twenty years later...

Chapter one

Edward Elric sat in a chair in Roy's office looking pissed as usual. Al In his human form looking around
bored. “Ello shorty, you're watching over two of the international alchemists, the twin alchemists from
America”. “DID YOU JUST CALL ME SHORT?!” Ed yelled trying to kill Roy while Al held him by his
shirt. Just at that moment two girls walked in, one with long brown hair and the other with short hair the
same color, this was almost the only thing that separated them aside from their clothes .the long haired
one was named crystal and was wearing a pink Polk-dot skirt and a pink tank and pink fluffy knee highs.
The short haired one, whose name was Nicki, was wearing a black bubble skirt and a black top with the
military logo on it, but if you looked closely you could see it was made of many ourobous symbols. And
they both wore thick collars, as if trying to hide something. And that's exactly what al did and got beaten
to a pulp plus a broken nose. “Oh my god! I'm so sorry she can be a bit hostile if she's not familiar with
you” she said fixing al's nose with alchemy.” sorry” Nicki muttered “but you haven't seen how hostile I
really can be” she said examining her long black fingernails.” And I'm sure they don't want to see how
hostile you can be” she snapped. “Whatever, I'm going outside for some air” she retorted flipping
everyone off as she walked out. “I'm sorry she's mad at the homunculi, they killed our family and
friends” she whispered trying not to cry. “Our mother's homunculi now, so I kind of know how you two
feel” Ed said. “Umm excuse me for interrupting your little talk but look out the window” Roy said
annoyed. Outside the window there was wrath and Nicki, wrath trying to kill her, and everybody rushed
outside.” you really want to kill one of your own-“she said before being interrupted by a scream from
crystal “DON'T SAY IT! I SWEAR TO THE PHILSIPOR'S STONE I WILL CUT IT OUT OF BOTH OF
YOUR SKINS IF YOU DO!”. “You wouldn't” they both sneered wrath loosening his grip. “Yes I would.”
She replied panting. “Fine, you little traitor dog” wrath snarled hitting
Nicki one more time, and cracking her skull and walking off.
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